ABSTRACT

It's not the doom days for SAS programmers by any means, but we can't call it Golden Age anymore. As SAS programmers in their daily work, they face the much more aggressive control from IT department: they might not be able to use their favorite text editors to write/edit SAS codes, and they might even have no choices of the SAS interface to run the codes but have to stick to the new game in town like SAS Enterprise Guide, SAS Studio, SAS Data Integration Studio, SAS Drug Development.

In the external world, SAS language itself is facing the strong completion from R, Python and it raises the even more profound question: would SAS programmers as profession exist in the near future? We can see the volumes of traffic in main SAS mailing list is slow down, the bloggers in SAS are not active as before and even worse, the SAS user conferences at all levels are also facing challenges of funding and participations.

In this paper, I will not focus on “why” these bad things happened, but rather launch an open discussion on how we SAS programmer response to these challenges when the bad things happened or is happening.

INTRODUCTION

It is year of 2015!

If you kept eyes on SAS blogosphere like me, you might read a wildly discussed blog post by Bob Muenchen in 2012, titled as 'Will 2015 be the Beginning of the End for SAS and SPSS?' [1]. And in 2013, Bob might collect more evidence and have much more confidence and he even declared that, 'Will 2014 be the Beginning of the End for SAS and SPSS?'[2]

As a SAS programmer, I know today is not the end of SAS by any means, but I do appreciate Bob's insights on how R and even Python affect the SAS user base. Besides the external threat, some internal IT deployment and even SAS Institute itself which owns the proprietary software, is deeply impacting the SAS user ecosystem. In this paper, I will present some personal observation (which can’t be regarded as solid statistical survey) on some ‘bad’ things for SAS programmers. The purpose is rather to encourage discussions on SAS as software and SAS programmers as career.

A. INTERNAL CHALLENGES

A.1 IT

I have heard lots of complains from SAS programmers on how IT department restrict the way they work. The bad things includes:

1. Your favorite text editors were not installed/available in the new computing system;

   [JT] It’s bad. I love my favorite text editors (namely, Notepad++, Vim and Sublime Text) available in any machines I work. If not, I will

   • Ask IT for system security requirement and if they can help to install any open source text editors. In some instances, you can even do it by yourself (ask first of course) to just move the green version of Notepad++, Vim and Sublime Text to the new system.

   • If the IT policy is very strict, please spend some time to explore the advanced editing features of SAS Display Manager, Enterprise Guide, SAS Studio or any interfaces available. They might not be productive as your favorite text editors, but first it’s nice to have and second, even the old Display Manager can do column selection, parentheses matching and other cool stuff.
2. You can't use the traditional SAS Display Manager anymore to write, interactively debug your SAS codes and check temporary datasets. The new and only interface to write SAS codes is now SAS Enterprise Guide, or SAS Studio. It takes time to switch and most frustrated thing is, the whole customized configurations in the Display Manager can't be migrated to the new interfaces.

[JT] The advantage of SAS Enterprise and SAS Studio is they are very controllable and resource-respecting from IT point of view. I love to have Display Manager as choice, but unfortunately, SAS Enterprise and SAS Studio are the future. To be fair, SAS Studio is still on development, but Enterprise Guide is pretty mature product and it's the modern IDE compared to the old Display Manager. Sometimes we SAS programmers just change, with or without any nostalgia.

One of the pain of the transition is we lost lots of customized configurations in Display Manager. Some stuff can’t migrated like the editor settings, autoexec macros, while others are not, like customized toolbar. Explore Enterprise Guide (or SAS Studio) and make the pain as minimal as possible.

3. Even worse, the only SAS editor available for you to complete your SAS job is SAS Drug Development, or SAS Data Integration Studio.

[JT] I must say it’s terrible terrible terrible. If had choice, I would rather to avoid it. If it’s the only card you can play,

- Utilize your local favorite text editors or even SAS editors
- Modularize your codes/jobs, and make the exposal to SAS Drug Development or SAS Data Integration Studio at minimal level

A.2 OUTSOURCING

It's about job security and I don't have much to say. It's about personal skills and sometimes, luckiness. Fortunately, the market for programming and analysis is still booming, and if you can't get it here, you can get it somewhere else.

B. EXTERNAL CHALLENGES

B.1 COMPETORS: R

![Job Trends from Indeed.com](image)

Figure 1d. Analytics job trends for R and SAS. Legend labels are truncated due to long query length.

(Source: see Reference [3])
R is keeping considered as the largest one single threat to SAS ecosystem. But first, let’s be positive. Basically the emerging of R is to create more jobs and it’s an indicator of the booming analytical market, and SAS programmers can also benefit from it as whole.

Currently, R programmers is not replacing SAS programmers, but it will impact the new hiring decisions. I pieces of option is, although R and SAS can be competitors as software and programming language, but for any personnel, they are not exclusive at all! As SAS programmer, you learn SAS, you learn some scripts, and it’s not bother at all to learn another new skill, R in this case, right?

My first analytical programming language was SAS back to 2006, and I use SAS for my whole statistical programming career by far and it didn’t hurt to learn R (my first Coursera course of R in 2013):

![Coursera Statement of Accomplishment](image)

B.2 BIG DATA

Everyone is talking big data and as a SAS programmer, I felt I was left behind the game. SAS product family does offer big data solution, but it’s not available not most of SAS programmers and this is another reason why SAS programmers should embrace R: you can have a taste of big data infrastructure by deploying R packages in your own machine!

B.3 THE TALENT POOL OF NEW SAS PROGRAMMERS

R is dominating the statistical departments worldwide. The lack of new SAS talents is the big problem when we consider we’re in the beloved SAS community.

Compared to R, much fewer bloggers are blogging SAS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software of Blogs</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>R-Bloggers.com</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python</td>
<td>SciPy.org</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>PROC-X.com, saaCommunity.org_Planet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stata</td>
<td>Stata-Bloggers.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Number of blogs devoted to each software package on April 7, 2014, and the source of the data.

(Source: see Reference [3])
And the traffic of the main SAS discussion board (SAS-L) is slashing:

![Graph showing traffic on email discussion lists](image)

(Source: see Reference [3])

This is the real BAD SAD thing. The SAS community is shrinking. We can’t do much if it’s the long term trending, but we can at least do:

- Post your question to SAS-L, instead send emails to a single SAS helper.
- Answer questions if possible.
- Stackoverflow is another good place to post and answer SAS questions.
- Start a SAS blog.
- Spread the news.

CONCLUSION

This paper is full of personal observation, thoughts and inevitably, bias. I present the internal and external challenges for SAS programmers for more discussion. Options are my own.
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